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The NCAA and its power conferences agreed on Thursday to allow college athletes to receive pay directly from the universities they compete for, setting up a potential break from the organization's century-old system of amateurism.

The two sides in the House v. NCAA class-action lawsuit formally announced terms of a multi-billion-dollar settlement that stands to reshape college sports, including $2.75 billion in back-pay damages the NCAA will owe to former Division I athletes, as well as a future revenue sharing model between power-conference schools and athletes.

“This landmark settlement will bring college sports into the 21st century, with college athletes finally able to receive a fair share of the billions of dollars of revenue that they generate for their schools,” Steve Berman, one of lead plaintiff attorneys, said in a news release.

The announcement comes after a week in which the NCAA Board of Governors and leaders from the Power 5 conferences — ACC, Big 12, Big Ten, Pac-12 and SEC — all voted to approve the proposed terms. NCAA president Charlie Baker described it as an
“important step in the continuing reform of college sports,” an enterprise that has faced an onslaught of legal challenges and policy changes in recent years.

“We have been marching down this long legal road seeking economic justice in college sports for more than a decade, but the time to bring a fair compensation system to college athletes has finally arrived,” said Jeffrey Kessler, another lead plaintiff attorney.

Here's what you need to know from a historic day for college athletics, and what to keep an eye on.

**Settlement revelations**

Many of the settlement details — including the headlining broad strokes and nitty-gritty payment models — were reported over the past weeks.

The announcement confirmed the total back-pay damages figure to be “more than $2.75 billion” and paid out over a 10-year period. In a letter Baker sent to NCAA membership on Friday, he stated that the NCAA losing the House case at trial could have been “financially devastating and unsustainable.”

When it comes to revenue sharing, the release specified that the 22 percent of the average of power-conference programs revenues allotted for revenue sharing is for the first year of the settlement — it will increase over time — and that the 22 percent would translate to an amount projected to be “significantly more than $20 million per school, per year.” The $20 million number had been widely referenced as a ballpark figure based on recent power-conference revenues, and it is indeed a good starting point. It is also optional; schools can opt into the revenue distribution model and determine which athletes in which sports they want to pay. The cap on the money used to pay athletes would grow slightly each year as the power conferences’ projected overall revenues increase.

The release also describes the revenue sharing as an “addition to scholarships, third-party NIL payments, health care and other benefits that college athletes already receive,” and estimates that over the 10-year settlement period, the total value would “exceed $20 billion, making it one of the largest antitrust class-action settlements in history.”

As far as the payment breakdown for the “more than $2.75 billion” in retroactive damages over 10 years, the NCAA would be responsible for roughly $1.2 billion from reserves, or 41 percent. The power conferences would be available for about 24 percent in withheld future revenues, the Group of 5 for about 10 percent, FCS schools for about 13 percent, and non-football DI schools about 12 percent.

There is a sentiment among the smaller programs that the model puts a disproportionate financial responsibility on them, particularly when the House suit was aimed largely at power conference programs.

“I understand this change will not be easy to manage, but given the challenges facing college sports over the last few decades, change is inevitable,” Baker wrote in the letter sent out on Friday.
NCAA scholarship caps would also be eliminated by the settlement and give way to roster limits. No details or specifics were provided in the release and haven't been fully ironed out, but schools are expected to have some flexibility on how scholarships are distributed among sports. It could also create some numbers challenges in adapting from the current model of scholarship limits within larger roster limits, possibly eliminating walk-on athletes.

**Other antitrust lawsuits**

The House settlement would in fact resolve Hubbard v. NCAA and Carter v. NCAA, two other high-profile antitrust suits in which the plaintiffs are represented by Berman and Kessler in the Northern District of California. Sources briefed on the negotiation process told The Athletic resolving those additional cases was an important aspect of the settlement terms for the NCAA, which it hopes will provide some degree of litigation relief.

The extent of that relief remains to be seen, as evidenced by a decision in a different antitrust case. Fontenot v. NCAA is a separate lawsuit filed in Colorado that is also seeking class-action certification and has asserted that rules prohibiting “pay for play” compensation violate antitrust law. These are similar to the claims asserted in Carter v. NCAA. The NCAA request to transfer the Fontenot case to the same Northern District of California court and consolidate it with Carter was denied on Thursday. The Fontenot case will instead stay in Colorado court, where representatives for the plaintiffs believe their claims are broader than the Carter case and could potentially influence other college athletes to opt out of or object to the House settlement classes and pursue a different resolution.

“We brought the Fontenot case to fight for better rights for the next generation of college athletes and while we’re still waiting to fully assess this proposed settlement agreement, we do have some concerns based on what is reported,” Garrett Broshuis, a plaintiff attorney in the Fontenot case, told The Athletic. “We will continue to fight for these college athletes that deserve continued representation.”
The full impact of Fontenot remaining in Colorado is to be determined. Both the plaintiff lawyers and the NCAA believe resolving the Carter case as part of the House settlement will cover the Fontenot claims and prevent it from moving forward. That decision will ultimately depend on the fine print of the House settlement and whether Judge Claudia Wilken, who is presiding over the House case, approves those terms.

“Judge (Wilken) made it clear that if there is a settlement covering the Fontenot claims, she won't allow those claims to be continued in Colorado on a class basis,” Berman told The Athletic. “So at best, Fontenot is short lived as a proposed class action and will not impact the (House) settlement.”

“If a settlement in the House case is approved, it will resolve all of the claims in the Fontenot case, and it won’t really matter where Fontenot is being heard,” Kessler told The Athletic.

**Next steps in the settlement process**

Despite an announced agreement between the two sides, none of the settlement details are finalized. For a class-action settlement, the terms must be submitted for preliminary approval to Judge Wilken, which is expected to be done within the next 30-45 days. If preliminary approval is granted, there would then be a set period of several months in which those in the retroactive damages and future revenue-sharing classes are notified and have an opportunity to either opt out or object to the terms of the agreement, depending on the judge’s ruling. That’s followed by a final approving hearing, at which point, if the judge approves it, the settlement officially goes into effect.

So even without any revisions, the settlement wouldn’t be finalized until much later this year, at the earliest.

“If there is a settlement, it will lead for the first time to a truly equitable compensation system in which athletes can receive a historic return on the contributions they make to their sports,” Kessler said in an interview with The Athletic earlier this week, prior to the formal announcement. “That will be transformative for these athletes and it will do so in real time. If we don't settle, I think we will still get there, but it will take years more of litigation.”

**Unresolved issues**

Regardless of what comes of the Fontenot lawsuit, the contention over that case is one example of the unanswered questions hovering over the settlement process. For example, the 22 percent average annual revenue allotment that would be available for power-conference revenue sharing was negotiated without any athlete input and is a much lower rate than what is distributed to athletes in most American professional leagues, an issue that could further ignite discussion over unionizing efforts and employment status for college athletes.

The NCAA, however, will continue to pursue Congressional antitrust exemptions, even describing the settlement as “a road map for college sports leaders and Congress” in a statement. The organization believes the House settlement provides significant protections and advantages, and that a collective bargaining approach is unnecessary.

“It creates a framework that makes it possible to then have a different kind of conversation with Congress,” Baker said at ACC spring meetings earlier this month. “So, in many ways, I'm hopeful.”

In the meantime, more questions linger. Will the settlement’s revenue-sharing model for power-conference athletes be beholden to Title IX policy, with proportional payments required to men's and women's athletes? If tested, the matter could spark additional litigation. It’s also unclear what impact, if any, the House settlement could have on the role of third-party NIL collectives, which currently operate outside athletic departments and have developed an unregulated culture of pay-for-play payments. There has been talk in recent months of the NCAA allowing athletic departments to operate those NIL collectives in house.
There are concerns of the trickle-down effect these new financial requirements will have on athletic departments as well, including the possibility of schools cutting sports, athlete resources or administrative positions at both power-conference and non-power-conference schools. At the same time, the House settlement would further establish the gap between those two groups, and could fuel the debate over a years-from-now separation of high-revenue football programs into some version of super conferences or a super league.

So much will still need to be addressed in the months and years ahead. But for now, the NCAA progresses toward a settlement and future where unpaid, amateur athletes are no longer a defining pillar of college sports.

“The legacy (of the House case) is the most fundamental and revolutionary change in the history of college sports,” Berman told The Athletic. “It’s paving the way for unrestrained revenue sharing that will change the lives of college athletes.”
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